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1SECONDARY STRESSES
I. INTRODUCTION.
It has been the general practice in the design of
ordinary structures to choose sections for the direct or primary-
stresses which an analysis shows they sustain, and to neglect
entirely any secondary stresses that may occur.
It is probable that in the design of many structures
the ratio of the secondary stresses to the primary stresses is
not large enough to justify the labor of completely calculating
the secondary stresses, yet they should either be allowed for or
reduced as much as possible. They may be reduced to a considerable
extent by a proper choice of members, and by proper methods of
connecting them.
It is the intention here to show the differences in the
distribution of stresses in separate members resulting from
different choices of sections and methods of connecting them, and
also to study the stresses in the members when they are connected
to each other in the form of a truss.
I

2II. FLEXURE
The usual analysis of flexure is in reality applicable
only to special cases, that is, when the plane of the loads
includes a principal axis of inertia of the section; but it is
used almost universally for all cases of flexure. The actual
stresses in a member may, in many cases, be greatly different from
those found by the usual analysis.
The analysis of flexure considered here will be "An
Analysis of General Flexure in a Straight Bar of Uniform Cross-
Section" by L. J. Johnson. This analysis was published in Vol. 56
of the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers
.
The analysis is perfectly general, with the exception that it
neglects shear, and applies to all cases of pure flexure, combined
flexure and tension or compression, and pure tension or pure
compression
.

3III. INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
With the analysis of general flexure as a basis the
variation of stresses across angle and channel sections due to the
variation in the points of application of the loads will be in-
vestigated; and the stress distribution over different shapes
having the same cross-sectional areas and average unit stresses,
but having different dimensions will also be compared.
Art. 1. Angles
A comparison will be made between the stress distribution
over a 6" * 6" x 9/l3" angle and a 6" * 4" x ll/ia" angle, the areas
of the two sections being practically the same. The average unit
stress on each angle will be taken as +- 15 000 lb. per sq . in.,
and the stresses at the extreme fibres determined when one leg
only of the angle is connected, and when both legs are connected.
The usual method of connecting angles is to place the
connection plate on the outer face of the angle, but in splicing
angles the plate is often placed on the inner face. Eoth connections
will be investigated and compared.
Plates I and II show the "S" polygons of the two sections,
from which the values of "S M , used in the calculation of the ex-
treme fibre stresses, are determined. Tables I and II give the
data and results of each case investigated.
A study of the results given in these tables shows that
some surprisingly great stresses exist in certain cases. Some ex-
treme fibre stresses higher than the yield point of mild steel
t





TABLE I
6"x 6' * H" /_ Connected by one leq (/l-B)
P= + 96 450* q= 2.655" P* q = Z56 00(?
£ Plate Outside.
roi nt
Ib.per scj in.
s
3
in
o
Ib.per sci. i n.
Total
Unit Stress
lb.per sq.in.
+ /5~ OOO + &co 4- 3 zoo 4- 18 200
B + IS OOO + q.03 -i- Z8> 4-oo + 43 Aoo
C -h 15 OOO 4- lo.ZS -h 25" ooo 4- 4o ooo
D ~h 15 OOO - 8.Z4- - 31 loo — 16 IOO
E + 15 OOO - 7 65 - 35 4oo - 1 8 4oo 9
G * (o x f& L Connected by both legs.
2 Plates Outside.
Point
P
/)
ib.per sa in.
s,
m 3
i. x P*<?-2
v5,
lb per sq in
5 2
j
//i
* Sz
Ib.per so. m.
Total
Unit Stress
Ib.per sq-. in.
ft 4" 15" ooo 4- 8o.o 4- I 6 oo 4- 80. O 4- I (ooo 4- 1 8 ZOO
3 + 1 5" OOO +- 1.0 3 4- I 4 £oo - 1.G5 — 16 7 oo 4- 12 500
c -1- 15" OOO 4- I 0.2 5- 4- I2 500 - 8.Z4- - 1 5" 5" .50 4- M 150
D +- 15 OO O - 8.2 4- - I 5" 55o 4- 10.2 5 4- 1 2 5" O o 4- II 150
E 4- \5 ooo - 7. 65 - I 6> 7 oo 4- 9.03 4- 14- 2 O O 4 12 500
6"x 6"x I'/. P=+-36450* a,= Z.OOZ"
¥ Plate s Inside
Point P
A
Ib.per sq.in.
Lecy A-B connected Both LegsConnected.
5
3
in
Total
Unit Stress
lb. per sq-. in.
Total
Unit Stress
lb. per scf-.in.
A 4/15 ooo -11.14 — 1 zoo — / 200
B 4- 1 5 ooo 4- 5.63 4 4-1 300 + 27 1 50
C 4- 15 ooo + 5.52. 4- 50 ooo 4- 21 850
D 4- 15 Ooo 4- 36. 60 - 1 700 4 21 8 50
E 4- 15 ooo - I 1. 40 4- 5 50 + 21 \50

TABLE II
A
— D
c
it
6 * 4 * 76 L
<o' x 4 x r& L i" Plate Outside
GOO
Point P
A
lb. persgin.
£ Leg connected 4 Leg connected
Both Legs
connected
in
Total
Unit Stress
lb- per sc/. in. in
Total
Urn 1 1 Stre ss
lb. per sg m.
Total
Unit Stress
lb. per sq.. in.
A -f-/5~ ooo + 13. 38 + 23 4oo + 3ZZO + 22 eoo + Z5 Goo
B + 15 OOO + 1.sr& + 34 33TO - 6.36 - 2 / doo t G 500
C + /5 ooo +ILtO + 24- 700 - 7.8O - 17 OOO -h 3 850
D + 15 ooo - 423 -28 800 + 8.25 + 45 300 + 8 250
E + 1 3- ooo - 4. 15 - 2*? GOO + 7- 04. + 50 s~o + 104 sro
6"
*
4" x 16 2 Plate Inside
P = + <?6 ISO* C+, = 1.4 45" cy z = 1.654"
Point P G"
Leg connected 4 Leg connected
Both Legs
connected
A
lb. persqin in.
Total
Unit 5 tress
1 b-per scf-. in. in 3
Total
Unit Jtress
lb-per sq-. in.
Total
Unit Stress
lb.per scf-. in.
A + 15 OOO - 5.74- — g 200 -IO. 38 - IOO - 4 0>5O
B + 15 OOO + 5.37 + 40 goo - 1 0.73- + 400 + 20 G>50
C + 15 OOO + 4.55 + 45 GOO - 30. O -t g 300 + 27 700
D + IS OOO 1 1 7. 2 O -h 23 100 + 3.80 + 56 4oo + 3<? 750
E + 15 OOO + &0.0 + 1 G 700 + 3.62 + 5G 2oo + 36 4 50

8occuring in both tension and compression. The stress variation is
especially great when only one leg of the angle is connected, and
the great advantage of connecting both legs is apparent.
It is difficult to choose the better section and method
of connection where only one leg is connected, but if we consider
that a large tension below the yield point is more desirable
than a large compression, and that a lara;e compression is more de-
sirable than a tension above the yield point, the following con-
clusions may be drawn:
1. For a certain required area it is better to use an
equal leg angle than one having unequal legs.
2. When an unequal leg angle is used and onl v one leg
connected it is better to connect the long leg.
3. In all cases it is preferable to place the connection
plates on the outer faces of the angles.
4. Wherever possible both legs of any angle should be
connected.
Since it is known that in practice, angles connected by
one leg do not fail, as they surely would if the stresses deter-
mined in these investigations did actually occur, it must be that
there are some practical considerations which prevent such exces-
sive stresses. It has been discovered in tests of columns that a
very small force is required to restrain a column from bending,
even at very high loads, so it is probable that the bending re-
sistance of the connection plate restrains the angle from bending
and prevents failure. Assuming that this is the case it does not,
however, make connections by one leg good practice, and the con-
clusions given above should still apply.

9Art, 2. Channels.
In the investigation of stresses in channels, 9-inch 15-
pound channels and 10-inch 15-pound channels with l/2-inch connec-
alsa
tion plates inside, and
A
with the same plates outside of the web,
are compared to find the effect of the dimensions of the channel,
and of the position of the plates. Another comparison is made be-
tween 10-inch 35-pound channels and 15-inch 35-pound channels using
3/8-inch, l/2-inch and 3/4-inch connection plates inside of the
web to find the effect of the thickness of plate on the actual
stresses. An average unit stress of +10 000 lb. per sq. in. over
the section is assumed; and the actual theoretical stresses found
at the extreme fibres.
The "S" polygons need not be ccnstructed for these cases
since the values of "S" may be taken directly from a steel-handbook,
and the values of "q" are the distances between the centers of
gravity of the plates and the channels.
A method of connecting channels sometimes used is by
riveting plates to the flanges. To investigate this connection
the stresses in the extreme fibres of a 9-inch 15-pound channel
whose flanges are connected by l/2-inch plates are determined. The
values of "S" in this case must be found from the "S" polygon of
the section, and this is shown in Plate III
.
Tables III and IV give the data and results of each case
investigated. The results given in these tables show that placing
connection plates on the flanges or on the back of the web causes
exceedingly large stresses at the extreme fibres, the flange con-
nection being about the worst possible method. It is safe to say
then that connection plates or pin plates should always be placed
inside the web of a channel.
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TABLE. UL
Stresses in Channels.
9"- IS'
L
z Plate Inside
Cf.- 0.115"
Point
P
A
lb. per3cj..in.
5
• 3
in
Total
Unit Stress
lb. per ^a.. in-
1 + IO OOO - 1.03 +- 1 (o50
Z + IO OOO + 3.30 -hIZ GOO
3 + IO OOO - l.os + 1 &50
4 + IO OOO + 3.30 + 1 2 bOO
10- I5~E
i" Plate Inside
a.= O. Z70"
P Total
Point A 5 Unit Stress
Ib.persqin. 3in. lb.per Sep.- in.
J + 10 OOO -1.17 - 3oo
2 + 10 OOO + 3.6o + 13 3£TO
3 + 10 OOO -1.17 300
4 + IO OOO + 3. CO + 13 3SO
P= + 4.4 100
t" Plate Outside,
Cj, = o. &is"
Point
P
1b. perscj. in.
5
in 3
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Unit Stress
lb.per scf. in.
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4 + to OOO + 3-30 + 11 soo
p= + 44 £oo =
z Plate Outside
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P
A
lb. per s<f.in.
5
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lb. per sc^in.
1 + 10 OOO -1.17 -11 3S~-o
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4 + IO OOO -t3.(oO + /<f 3-3-O
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P
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2 + IO OOO -h Z6>.o + 4 100 - 1.34 - 14 STOO - S~oo
3 + IO OOO + I4.Z1 + 7 4SO + 4.IZ + 23- 800 +-43 25-0
4 + IO OOO - T34 - Id- £~00 + 26. O + 4IOO - soo
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TABLE 11
Stresses in Channels.
i Plate Inside.
P- + 102 900° Cf,^0.9Z5
Point
P
Ib.perso-.in.
5
m3
Total
Unit Stress
Ibpersq. in.
I + io ooo - 1.87 + 4 loo
2 + IO ooo + &15 + II 4oo
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4- + 10 ooo + G.75 + 11 4oo
II # _15-35 E
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P
A
lb.per sq-.m.
S
3in
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lbpers(f./n.
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4 + 10 OOO +IO-7I + 13 700
10 -35 L
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P
A
Ibpersa-. in
5
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1
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P
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5
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1 + 10 OOO - 1-87 + d 350 1 + 10 OOO - 3.22 400
2 + IO OOO + 6.75 +10 4&0 2 + 1 000 + I0.7I + 13 100
3 + 10 OOO - I. 81 + 8 3 50 3 + 10 OOO - 3-2 2 400
4 + IO OOO + <b. 75 + 10 4 Go 4 + 10 OOO + 10.71 + 13 100
10 - 35* E
~4 Plate Inside
P= +-I02 900* ef = -0.095'
Point
P
A
lb.per scjrin.
5
in
Total
Unit Stress
lb.per sq.. in.
1 + 10 000 - 1.87 + 15 Zoo
2 + 10 OOO + &. 73" + 8 5-S-o
3 + IO 000 - h87 + 15 "Zoo
4 + lo 000 + G.75 + 8 550
15 -35*E
4 Plate Inside
P^+IOZ 900* q.= +O.ZO'
Poin t
P
A
Ib.per sq..in.
6
in
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Un it Stress
lb.per sq.in.
I + IO 000 - 3.22 + 3 Goo
2 + IO 000 + I0.7I + 11 ^oo
3 + 10 OOO - 3.2 2 + 3 Goo
4 + IO 000 + IO-71 + If *f

It is also evident from the results that there is a cer-
tain thickness of plate for each channel that will give a minimum
variation of stress over the section; that is, when the centers of
gravity of the channel and the center of pressure coincide the
stress at each point in the section will equal the average unit
stress on the section. If we call this thickness of plate the cor-
rect thickness, then if thinner plates are used the shallower
channels show hetter stress distribution, while if thicker plates
are used the deeper channels show better results.
The results of the investigations of angles and channels
are shown graphically in Plates XI to XIV on pages 38 to 41, the
average unit stress on the section being the abscissae, and the
stresses at the extreme fibres being the ordinates. In this way the
advantages and disadvantages of the different methods of connection
are shown very clearly; and the plates are also useful in determin-
ing the theoretical unit stresses at the extreme fibres for any
probable average unit stress.
Art. 3. I -Beams.
I-Beams are sometimes used as tension or compression
members, and an investigation was made to find the effect of differ-
ent methods of connecting them. The detailed results are not given
here since it was found that for any symmetrical method of connect-
ing the ends the stress over the entire section was equal to the
average unit stress. Since in practically all cases where I-Beams
are used for this purpose the connection plates are placed symmet-
rically, further investigation of these sections seemed unnecessary,
and they seem to be suitable sections to use in such cases.
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IV. THEORY OF LEAST WORK APPLIED 10 REDUNDANT MEMBERS.
Many structures contain systems or frameworks having
some members whose stresses are statically indeterminate. Such
members are known as redundant members, and in their design it is
usually the practice to make certain arbitrary assumptions regard-
ing the stresses in them. While these assumptions may not be
greatly in error regarding the stress in the member itself, they
do not take into account the fact that the presence of the redun-
dant member may cause a considerable change of stress in some of
the other members.
By means of the Theory of Least Work, in which the
equality of the external and internal work done by a system is the
fundamental principle, the exact theoretical stresses in redundant
members may be found- and their effect upon the stresses in other
members of the structure may be determined. The application of the
Theory of Least Work is explained in detail on pages 311-322 of
Part I, "Modern Framed Structures", by Johnson, Bryan, and
Turneaure
.
Redundant members often occur as diagonals in riveted
trusses, in cross-frames of plate girders, and in towers and
trestle bents. A number of problems will be solved to determine
the actual theoretical stresses in redundant members of such
structures
.
Problem 1. This problem deals with a five-panel riveted
Pratt truss having two diagonals in the center panel, one of which
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is a redundant member. The loading assumed is that causing maximum
shear in this panel. The truss is shown in Fig. 1 of Plate IV, and
Table V gives the data and the results of the investigation. The
last column of this table shows the per cent variation of stress in
the members caused by the presence of the redundant member. In this
case it is seen that while the shear taken by each diagonal in the
center panel is very nearly one half the total shear, as is usually
assumed, the presence of the redundant member causes a large change
in the stresses in the chord members and verticals around this pan-
el. The lower chord in this panel has its stress increased 24 per
cent while the stress in the upper chord is decreased 12 per cent.
Problem 2. This problem deals with the same truss, ith
the addition of another diagonal in the panel next to the center
one, making two redundant members in the truss. The same loading is
assumed as in the first problem. The truss, data, and results are
given in Plate V. It will be noted that only those members whose
stresses are affected by the presence of the redundant member are
mentioned in the table, since it may be seen from the preceding
problem that the other members have no effect on the stress in the
redundant member.
As in the preceding problem the stresses in other members
are greatly changed, the increase in L,L Z being over 40 per cent,
while U,Uz is decreased over 20 per cent. It is also noted that the
shear in the panels is not evenly divided between the diagonals, the
variation from the mean of the diagonal stresses heing as much as
17 per cent. So it is seen that the assumption of one-half the
shear taken by each diagonal is considerably in error in this case.
Problem 3. The trestle bent supporting a plate girder
shown in Plate VI is a common type of structure and the presence

TABLE TZH
Mem
her
A
Sy. in.
T 5 t D TL
A
6'
LDTL
A
T 2 L
A
F-
Sw 5WTL
A
5w
1 3. 14 + loo O.O O.O + ZG.75 - 14-30 O. O O.O -754
2 4.12 -0.4l\ +- iO.OO - 2 0.5S -Z0 3.5 + <9.36 + 15". 88 + 4.82 - ea.i + 7 34
3 1 4.11 + 1. IOB ~ 83. AO f 1 l.5"0 - S60. 0> + 1272 - 93.20 •f 3S-.40 + 407.2 + 27. 27
4 14.// ~ O.&QO -II3.30 - io.s-i + 1 t 92 . + 7. 15 - (03.60 + 29.28 - 308.0 + 54 2 a
5- 14.(1 + \.\oa - 83.4-0 + u.s-o - 36>0.O -HZ .72 — 99.ZO - >7.08 -196.2 -zs.zs
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9 3-14 - I.3G5 - ZZ.QO -18.50 + \i8r.o + \o6>. 90 - 3.3 - 4.^6 + 363-0 + 5.36
IO 5.(4 -1.365 - ZZ.80 -78.SO + 1787 O + 106.90 - 3.5 -I7.90 + I402.O - 7 .88
£=+5954-5 ^=43032.3
+ £9_34v3 c- +3032.3
7 LD% 4.6.33 = ' + 4.16.33"
= - »4 30O* = _
Plate VI

TABLEW
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Member I Out Member 1 Acting Per Cervr Increase
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s
>—r l OT. ' l_U
Q
t )t«+
1 ot L.U.+ D.L. To-ral
I — 14 3oo — 2 1 7 O O
2 •+
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I
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o
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O
of the top strut makes the system redundant. An investigation of
this bent is made considering both live and dead load stresses and
wind load stresses. The data and results are given in Table VII,
and the changes in the stresses are even more surprising than in
the preceding problems, since reversals of stress occur in some
members
.
In Table VIII a comparison is made between the actual
theoretical stresses and the stresses when member 1 is not present.
From this table it is seen that members 2, 5, 6, 8, and 10 are
those whose stresses govern the design. If these members were
designed neglecting the effect of the redundant member it will be
noted that 2 should be increased 60 per cent for live and dead
load and also for total load; 3 and 5 should be increased 19 per
cent for live and dead load and 25 per cent for total load; 4 and
6 are 9 per cent heavier than necessary for live and dead load
and also for total load; and the diagonals 7, 8, 9, and 10 are
about 75 per cent heavier than necessary for total load.
From what we have found regarding the very high fibre

stresses in angles and channels due to certain end connections, it
is probable that the maximum fibre stress in 2 may be as much as
four or five times the average unit stress it was designed for.
It may also be said that because of our ignorance regarding the
true stresses in built up columns, an overload of 25 to 35 per
cent on members 3 and 5 might be serious.
Problem 4. Cross-frames of plate girders contain a re-
dundant member, one of the diagonals, and an investigation of an
end cross-frame is made to see if the usual assumption that the
diagonals are equally stressed is correct. The stresses in the
members of the cross-frame shown in Plate VII are solved, there
being three different cases considered, based on different assump-
tions regarding the conditions of the bases, and the areas of the
side members. The bases may be considered as both being bolted
fast thereby causing no stress in the bottom strut, or as one
being bolted fast and the other loose. The latter assumption is
probably nearer correct. The cross-section area of the side member
may be considered to be very large, nearly infinite in comparison
to the other members, or it may be taken as the area of the four
stiffener angles and the web plate between the backs of the angles.
The resulting true stresses for each case are given in
Table IX, and it is seen that the variation in areas of the side
members has practically no effect on the stresses found, and the
conditions of the bases also has a very small effect. It will be
noted, however, that the actual stresses in the diagonals are
considerably different from what they would be if each tool: one-
half the shear, the variation from the mean being 37 per cent.
Following common practice these diagonals would be de-
signed for +12 300 lb. and -12 300 lb., though they are sometimes
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Case I Case. II
Member 5 is Redundant
TABLE IX
Case I
• Bolted Fast-
Case III
Mem
ber
A
sq. in.
L
in
s' T S'TL
A
TZL
A
3
True Stress
l oo 72 - 16.6 -0.667 o -5. 25
z cxs> 12 CO -0.661 o o + 11.35
3 2 18
-18.
O
- 0.734 + 52 2 + ZI.60 - 5.1
o
4 2 78 -18-0 -0.134 + 57 Z + 2 1.60 - 5.10
3 3 1 06.8 o.o + 1. OO O + 35-60 -16.80
6> 3 /0&.8 + 246 + i O O + 816 + 35. 6 o + 1.80
+ 1120
-hi 14.4-
- 16.80
5.=
2 = + l120 2= + ll4.4
Case II
1 20 12 -16.6 -0.6 67 + 31 + l.6>5 - 5.2
2 20 72 0.0 -0.(661 0.0 + 1 1.40
3 Z 18 - 18-0 -0. 134 +577 + 2 1. 6 O - 5.64
4 2 18 - 18.0 - 0. 134 + 572 + 21.60 - 5.64
5 3 I06.& 0.0 + /. oo + 55. 60 -16.86
3 IO6.8 + Z4.6 + I.OO + 816 + 3S.6o + 1. 14
5^- + 1151
+ 116.05
- 16. 86
7.=+/15f £= +116. OS
Case HI
1 oo 12 -16.6
-O.G&l O. O - 0>.4o
2 oo 12 o.o -0.&61 O.O + 10.20
3 2 78 - J 3.0 - 0. 134 + 514 + ll.o - 6.14
4 2 78 O.O 0.00 0. o.o
S 3 IOG.8 o.o + 1. 00 + 35.6 - 15. 04
6 3 1 06.8 + 24.G + 1.00 + 8 74 + 35.6 + 1.4G
1388
12.2
= - 15. 04-
1= +1588 1=-/-?ZZ
Plate Y1I
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proportioned for the total stress which would he + 24 600 Ih. and
-24 600 lb. in this case. The correct value, however, is hetween
these two, and the diagonals should be designed for -16 860 lh.
andi-9 460 lh., the maximum values found in the three cases.
The effect of the redundant member on the other stresses
is not important here, since the only members whose stresses are
increased are the side members, or girders, and their size is such
that the unit wind stress is of little importance.
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V. SECONDARY STRESSES.
Art. 1. Secondary Stresses in Trusses.
In the analysis of stresses in the members of a truss
certain conditions are assumed which are seldom, if ever, realized
in practice. Some of the conditions assumed are, that members are
free to turn about the joints, that the gravity axes of all the
members intersect at the joints, and that all external loads in-
cluding the weights of the members are applied directly at the
joints
.
Since the members must act as beams in transferring
their own weights to the joints, and the joints are often eccentric,
and the joints offer considerable resistance to turning of the mem-
bers, secondary bending and shearing stresses occur in the members.
There are also secondary axial stresses occurring in some cases,
such as stresses in the members of a bridge truss due to stresses
in the lateral systems. It is probable, however, that the largest
secondary stresses throughout a truss are caused by bending due to
rigid and eccentric joints j but the addition of certain braces or
restraining members may cause extremely high secondary stresses
in the members which are intended to be strengthened.
The determination of these secondary stresses, even when
eccentricity of joints is neglected, is very laborious, and the
stresses must be determined separately for all conditions of load-
ing. The secondary bending stresses due to rigid joints in all the
members of a six-panel riveted Warren truss with verticals will be
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determined, and the stresses will also be found for the same truss
when a collision strut is added. The collision strut used is compos-
ed of two 15-inch 35-pound channels having a moment of inertia of
4640 inches. A uniform dead loading is assumed in each case, and one-
third of the load is applied at the upper chord joints, since it is
believed that this is nearer the actual condition than when the
total load is assumed on the lower chord.
The method used in computing these stresses is that given
in Chap. VII, page 423 of Part IT, "Modern Framed Structures" by
Johnson, Bryan and Turneaure . Figs. 4 and 5 and Table X on page 25
give all the data for both cases of the problem, the red lines on
the truss diagrams showing the positions the members take due to
bending at the joints. Tables XI and XII on page 26 give the cal-
culated changes of the different angles for both cases, and also
the equations for each joint, from which the reference deflection
angles are obtained. Tables XIII and XIV on pages 27 and 28 give all
the computations and the resulting stresses. The last column in
each table gives for both ends of each member the per cent the sec-
ondary fibre stress is of the primary or axial stress. In the upper
chord members and end post the bending stresses on the upper and
lower fibres are not the same owing to the position of the center
of gravity of the section, but in all cases the secondary fibre
stress of the same sign as the primary stress in the member is re-
corded.
The maximum secondary stress in the chord members when
no collision strut is present is 20 per cent of the primary stress,
and occurs at the center of the lower chord, while secondary stress-
es of 14 and 17 per cent occur at joints and 2 of the lower
chord and at joint 3 of the upper chord. The secondary stresses in
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TABLE X
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Unit
Stress
K
ft)
x
c
Sect ion.
0- 1 48Z.-5 47.7 3Z8o 881 I. (o — | oo.s - Z. II 6.8o
372.7
2 6? 8 ICov.Pl 22"* ft"
Z PI. 20"x V
4Z_5 4"x 4"x ^"
1-3 320 47-7 3Z8o
88
1 1-6 - I OG 8 -2.22 I O. Z 5
372-7
282 8
3->5 320 47.7 3Z8o
8-8
Ij.fe - (Ofe.8 - Z-ZZ f o Z5
37Z.7
282 8
o-Z 320 33.0 1 4 / o «M + 66 75 + 2.oz 4.4 I \S5 2 PI. i ©"* i"
4 /s 4 <4 4
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1-2 360 1%1 1 2o 62 + 2 O.o + l-oz 0. 3 3 1 1.4
3-4 360 1 %1 1 ZO 6.Z - I 0. o - 0.5[ 0.3 3 11-4
5-G 360 I 1 20 6z + 7.0.0 + l.oz 0.33 H.4
1-4- 482.5 2^.4 805 7-5 + GO. 3 + 2- 05 I-67 I 07-2
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Changes of Angles
Case I. No Collision Strut.
Triangle A nq le Factor of Co+oc(o. 8^0) Factor of Co+ p(l.lZ4) d L
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Case II Collision Strut.
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TABLE XII Equations for Reference Angles Case I
Joint Eq.uat ion Vdlues of X
O 4-22-42 To 4- <b-8o X, 4 4.4-1 X a 36.28 X = - 1-88
1 4 6. 80 To + 3S.IOT, + 0-33T-Z. 4-IO.25I 3 + U7 X4- = ~ 73. 77 t, = - 0.36
2 4-4.41 X -1- C33X. + 1 8. O X -z. -+ 4-4-1 X 4_ = 4- 45.ZO L E = 4 2.2
3 4- I 0.2S X, 4-4 1.66 X 3 4 0.33 Ia = ~ 1 86. 16 L 3 = - 4-35
4 4- I.67X, 4- 4-.4-1 Xt. \ 0-33 X 3 + 272 & X A = + 76.53 T4.= 4 2. 54-
Case H
43cl74Xo4 1 3.46 Iq + 4.41 Tz = - l4o.So T - -2.07
a + I +60,54-10412.131, 4 2.68T2. = - 288.50 Xa =-
l 4- 12-13 Xa +48.76 X, + o.33 Xz. 4lO. Z5Xj + 1.67 14 = 4- 27-4-1 X, = + 278
2 + 4-41 To 4 2.68X0+0.33 X, + 25.(o6Xi 44.41 Xa- = 4 76-6o Zz = + 3.76
3 +-10- 25X, 441-66 1.3 +0.33X4.= - 1 86.(6 T 3 = -3./6
4 4 1-67 X, 4-4.41 Xi + 0.33X3427.28X4 = + 7 6.55 X4. = 4 2.0^
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the end post is very small, 6 per cent being the maximum. The
presence of the collision strut, however, increases the secondary
stresses in the end post and in the top chord at joint 1 very
greatly, there being a bending stress of 35 per cent of the pri-
mary stress at the point where the collision strut connects to the
end post. The collision strut does not, however, affect the sec-
ondary stresses in the other chord members to any great extent.
Regarding the web members, it may be seen that the sec-
ondary stresses in the diagonals are very small for both cases, but
the per cents of secondary stresses in the verticals are very high.
The unit primary stress in these verticals, however, is low, being
less than one-half of those in the chord members. The presence of
the collision strut decreases the secondary stress in the hip-ver-
tical, 1-2, considerably, but increases it in the vertical, 3-4.
In Plates IX and X on pages 30 and 31 an attempt is made
to show graphically the effect of this strut upon the secondary
stresses in the members of the truss. When both ends of a member
bend in the same direction about a joint there will be a point of
inflection where the secondary fibre stress is zero; but where both
ends bend in opposite directions there will be stress throughout
the member, and this stress is assumed to vary uniformly from one
end to the other. The per cents of secondary stress for both cases
are shown in the plates as ordinates from a base line X-X, and the
areas between the lines joining these ordinates show the increase
or decrease of stress due to the presence of the strut.
It was thought that by using a collision strut having a
large cross-sectional area the effect of size of the strut might "!>e
determined, since a similar problem is solved in "Modern Framed
Structures" , in which a very light strut is used, its moment of
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Ordinates to blue lines showpercents ofsecondarystress — Ho collision Strut
Ordmates to red lines showpercents of secondarystress — Collidion Strut.
Areas in areen and brown show increase and decrease respectively of
secondary stresses due to collision strut.
Plate X
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inertia being only 50 inches. The resulting secondary stresses in
the end post are, however, nearly the same in both problems. The
bending stress in the strut is practically zero, and it seems that
the increase in the bending stress in the end post is caused by
tension in the strut when joint 2 deflects; so it appears that the
size or stiffness of the strut has very little effect on the sec-
ondary stress in the end post.
If a sliding connection was made between the collision
strut and the end post, so that a deflection of joint 2 would not
cause bending of the end post, while a deflection of the end post
would cause compression in the strut, all of the advantages of the
collision strut would be retained, while the increase of secondary
stresses would be eliminated to a large extent. At the same time
the rigid connection of the strut at joint 2 would reduce the sec-
ondary bending stresses in the hip vertical.
This example, like those dealing with redundant members,
shows some of the bad effects of inserting members at random in a
structure without carefully studying the effect produced upon
other members, and taking into account these effects in the design
of the structure.
Since the lengths and areas of members, the make-up of
the sections, and the styles of the trusses all effect the amount
of secondary stresses in the members, it is impossible to give any
definite rules concerning the amounts of secondary stresses in any
members that will apply to all cases .Considering riveted trusses
though, it may be stated that in general the secondary stresses in
the chord members of the common types of trusses - the Pratt and
the Warren, with and without verticals,- are about the same; but
for web members the Warren truss without verticals shows some
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advantages in the amount of secondary stresses. It has been found
though, that in double-intersection trusses the highest secondary
stresses may he expected, especially under conditions of loading
such that one system of web members carries a much greater portion
of the load than the other system.
From a study of this problem and also of similar problems
solved by F. E. Turneaure, it would seem that the larger and stiff
-
er members control the bending at the joints; and it appears that
the reduction of the moment of inertia of a member would increase
its bending, and decrease that of the other members about the joint.
It is probable that a wide member having a certain moment of in-
ertia will have a higher secondary bending stress than a narrow,
compact member having the same moment of inertia. The requirements
for compression members, however, call for wide members, having
large radii of gyration, so it will not always be possible to
choose sections giving the smallest secondary stresses.
Art. 2. Secondary Stresses in Floor Systems.
In ordinary spans of through bridges the floor systems
are rigidly connected throughout the whole length of span. Since
under loads the lower chord, and also the members of the lower
lateral system, elongate, there are secondary stresses occurring
in the members of the floor system. The action of the members can
be best explained by reference to Fig. 6.
In this figure A-A and D-D represent the lower chords,
and B-B and C-C the stringers of a through bridge. When the lower
chord members are elongated under loads, the stringers, which are
stressed principally in bending, are elongated much less. The dif-
ference in the elongations of the chords and the stringers causes
horizontal bending of the floor beams, as shown by the dotted lines.

Fiq 6. Floor System.
A -P-
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Considering a floor beam in a horizontal plane as a beam simply
supported at the ends, with equal loads "P" at distances "a" from
the ends, the maximum horizontal deflection will be
PaT3/4 bz - a2]
E I
.
f° b/4 b2 - a2]
6 E c
where fo = the maximum fibre stress, and
2c = the width of flange
.
Assuming that the stringers take no axial stress, for
the first beam from the center will equal the elongation of the
lower chord in that panel, or A - Sp/E, where S = the unit stress
in the chord; then
r - 6 c S p10
~[3/4 b z - a!]'
An idea of the amount of stress in the floor beam flanges may be
had if the values p = 300 in., b = 216 in., a = 66 in., c = 6.25 in.
and S = 14 000 lb. per sq. in. are assumed. Then for the first
floor beam from the center f Q = ± 5 150 lb. per sq. in., for the
second f = ± 10 300 lb. per sq. in., etc.
If the above assumptions were entirely correct the end
floor beams of bridges whose spans are 300 to 400 feet and greater
would probably receive stresses high enough to cause buckling of
the flanges; but it is generally agreed that a portion of the lower
chord stress is taken by the stringers. The amount of stress the
stringers take is indeterminate, however, but in most cases it will
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probably be between one-half and one-fourth of the total chord
stress. The tension taken by the stringers reduces the bending
in the floor beams; and if f, equals the reduced bending stress the
ratio may be determined for different amounts of stress taken
by the stringers. The ratio is also affected by the ratio of
the cross-sectional areas of the stringers and chords.
The values of the ratio have been calculated for a
number of the most probable assumptions, and they are given in
Table XV. These values are plotted in Plate XV, and from the curves
shown it is seen that a decrease of one per cent in the chord stress
causes a decrease of the bending stress in the floor beams of from
1.20 per cent for 4s- = 5 to 1.33 per cent for As_ = 3. From the
above it is approximately true that the bending stress in the floor
beams is directly decreased as the portion of chord stress taken
by the stringers is increased.
TABLE XV
SECONDARY BENDING STRESSES in FLOOR BEAMS.
Portion of Ratio ot Area
f.
Chord Jtre55 of Stringer to
Taken by Stringers Area of Chord
1
Z
3 O. 333
4 O 3 75~
3 0.400
5 3 O. 4-4-5
IZ 4 0.48o
3~ O. 50O
1
3 O. 555
4 0.585
3 0.6 OO
/ 3 O. 66 T
4 4 O.(o885 0. 700
/
S
3 0.734
4 0. 750
3 0-7&0
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It has been stated that the bending stresses in floor
beans might be considerably reduced by wide stringer spacing; but
an investigation, using the distance center to center of trusses
as 18 ft. in., shows that the bending stress is only 6 per cent
smaller for a stringer spacing of 8 ft. in. than for a spacing
of 6 ft. in. It will be noted in the formula for the bending
stress that f varies directly as the width of flange; so it would
seem advisable to use relatively narrow flanges on floor beams.
While there are a number of considerations, such as
partially fixed conditions of the ends of the floor beams and de-
formations of the stringer connections, which tend to reduce the
bending stresses, these stresses may still be excessive in long
span bridges; and everything possible should be done to reduce
them. The best method that has been used to reduce these stresses
is by placing an expansion joint at the connection of the stringers
to the floor beams; and one of these joints should occur at least
every 75 feet.
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VI. CONCLUSION.
It has not been long since practically all structures
were designed without any regard to the secondary stresses that
might occur in them; hut within the last few years the presence
and amounts of secondary stresses in the members of framed struc-
tures has become an important consideration.
Since these secondary stresses are caused by a number of
different conditions their exact determination is impossible in
many structures; therefore it is usually deemed sufficient to de-
sign structures so that secondary stresses are eliminated as much
as possible.
It has been the purpose of this thesis to show the sec-
ondary stresses occurring, due to certain methods of connecting
members, to the presence of redundant members and braces, and due
to the effect of the elastic deformation of some members of a frame-
work upon other members; and to point out wherever possible the best
methods of eliminating these stresses.
While none of the questions regarding these stresses
have been fully investigated, it is thought that the problems solv-
ed and the discussions of each may be helpful to one not familiar
with the subject, in designing structures so that secondary stresses
will be eliminated to a considerable extent.
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